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Casualties of War

Who are the Hmong?
The Hmong (pronounced “mong”) are a group of people who once lived in the mountains of Southern 
China. Over time they moved south to Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, and Burma (now Myanmar). Many  
Hmong were living in Laos at the time of the Vietnam War.

In the 1960s and 1970s the United States was at war with North Vietnam in an effort to stop the spread of 
communism. Hmong men living in nearby Laos were recruited to help the United States. In what was called 
the “Secret War” the Hmong also helped the U.S. fight a war against the Pathet Lao, a communist group in 
Laos. (The U.S. denied using the Hmong in this way until 1997, hence the name, the “Secret War.”)

The United States lost the Vietnam War in 1974. After Americans withdrew from Laos the Hmong were 
trapped. The Laotian government targeted them for helping their enemy. Hmong villages were bombed  
and burned by Pathet Lao. Most of the Hmong in Laos escaped to Thailand by crossing the Mekong River.  
Once in Thailand they were forced to settle in refugee camps. 
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Why did they come to Kansas? 
Church missionaries from the United States worked to relocate many of these Hmong refugees living in Thailand. 
Large settlements of Hmong were established in Wisconsin, Michigan, and California. A smaller community of 
Hmong was created in Kansas City, Kansas. Church members helped support them until they could learn English 
and get jobs. 

What is a story cloth? 
Hmong women have made elaborate textiles for centuries. One traditional form of textile is called paj ntaub 
(pronounced “pan dow”), or “flower cloth.” These were used for clothing and baby carriers. They have distinct 
symbols that are passed down from mother to daughter. For example, triangles in the border have a symbolic 
purpose of dealing with evil forces. The light colored triangles push the forces out and the dark ones hold the 
good spirits in. 

During their time in refugee camps Hmong women started making a new textile called “story cloths.”  
Missionaries encouraged the Hmong to make these story cloths to sell in the United States as a way to  
earn money. Story cloths usually tell of the Hmong’s daily lives in Laos, the attacks on their villages by  
the Pathet Lao, their escape across the Mekong River, and their resettlement in refugee camps in Thailand. 

This infant is secure on her mother’s back in a  
paj ntaub baby carrier.


